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1. 1~~RoDucTloN 
Recently, Green, Nijenhuis, and Wilf [3] suggested an efficient 
algorithm which generates a sequence of the random Young tableaux such 
that the tableau of size 12 and shape (frame) I appears with probability 
f2bw, i.e., it is Plancherel-Schensted distributed [7]. (Here f(l), the 
number of Young tableaux of shape A, is given by a hook formula [ 11.) 
This algorithm yields the tableau of size n-t 1, and .of the random shape 
A(n + 1 ), by implementing a special hook walk on a frame (board &A(n))) 
which is complimentary to A.(n). The random hook walk was introduced by 
the same authors earlier [2] for the purpose of giving a probabilistic proof 
of the hook formula. (“Special” means that the hook walk starts at the 
lower right cell of @A(n)), rather than at a randomly chosen cell.) 
In this note we suggest another procedure for growing the sequence of 
the random Young tableaux.‘) Here the next frame A(n + 1) is obtained by 
executing a random walk (close to the hook walk) on the previous frame 
A(n) itself. The walk starts at the upper left cell of A(n) and terminates as 
soon as one of the external cells of A(n) is reached. (Recall that the original 
hook walk on 1 terminates at a corner cell of A.) The hooks appear 
prominently again, but, unlike the hook walk, some moves of our walk are 
deterministic, dependent upon a cell the path passes through. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE WALK AND THE RESULTS 
Consider a frame Iz with n cells and p rows and the related partition 
A(l)> ... > A(p) 2 1 of n, i.e., l(i) is the number of cells in the ith row. Let 
’ We stumbled across this algorithm in 1983, not being aware of the paper [3] and the 
book [S], where [3] is referred to. 
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1*(l)> ..a > n*(v) be the conjugate partition, so that v = J(l) and n*(j) is 
the number of cells in the jth column of 1. Let H( i, j) denote the hook set 
associated with the cell (i,j), (1 <i< p, 1 <j< v)), i.e., 
H(i,j)= {(u, b)el: a=i,b>jora>i,b=j}. 
The hook formula states that 
h(kj) = I W&j)1 . (1) 
DEFINITIONS. A cell (a, b) is external to 1 if (a, b) q! I and if Iz + (a, b) is 
a frame as well. A frame obtained from 1 by adding all its external nodes is 
denoted x. A cell (a, b) E 1 is a regular cell (an r-cell) if there are external 
cells in row CI and column 6. (In particular, the cell (1, 1) and the external 
cells are regular.) Thus, if (a, 6) E d is not regular then there is no external 
cell in row a or in column b. We call such cells singular (s-cells). The hook 
of a cell (a, 6) in 1 is denoted R(a, 6). 
Remark. Suppose that (a, b) is an r-cell, and (c, d) E &a, b) is an s-cell. 
Consider the case d= b (see Fig. 1’). Since n(c) <An(a), there exists the 
smallest e > a such that J(c) = J(e). Observe that (e, J(e) + 1) is external. 
(For if e=u, then (e, n(e) + 1) = (a, n(u) + 1) is external, since (a, 6) is 
regular. If e > a, then e - 1 2 a, A(e - 1) > n(e), whence (e, J(e) + 1) is exter- 
nal.) Thus, there are external cells in row a and column J(e) + 1 = n(c) + 1, 
and (a, n(c) + 1) is an r-cell. Similarly, if c=u, then (l*(d)+ 1, b) is an r 
cell (see Fig. 1”). 
DESCRIPTION OF THE RANDOM WALK ON 1 The walk starts at the upper 
left cell (1, 1); denote it (a,, b,). The next cell (a,, b2) is chosen uniformly 
at random from &a,, b,) - (ul, b,). If (a,, b2) is external, then the walk 
terminates. Suppose (a,, b2) is not external. If it is an r-cell, then, like 
FIGURE 1 
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(a,, b2), the next cell (a,, b,) is selected randomly from fi(a,, b2)- 
(a,, b2). If (a,, 6,) is an s-cell, then put 
(a,, b3) = (a,, 4%) + 1) if b,=b,, 
=(A*(b,)+l,b,) if a,=~,; 
by the remark, (u3, b3) is an r-cell. If (a,, b3) is external, then the walk ter- 
minates; otherwise it continues analogously. After finitely many steps, the 
walk terminates at one of the external nodes. From our description, it 
follows that the choice of the next cell is deterministic whenever the 
previous cell is singular. 
On Fig. 2, n = 33, A= (10, 9, 6, 6, 2), and the live external nodes are 
shaded. The ordered sequence of cells (1, I), (1,8), (3, l), (3, 3), (4,3), 
(3, 7) labelled for simplicity l,..., 6, is one of the sample paths. The cells 1, 
3, 4, 6 are regular, the cells 2, 5 are singular, the external cell 6 is terminal, 
and the probability of this path is &. 4. &, since h( 1) = 14, h(3) = 8, h(4) = 5. 
Denote P(cr, fi) the probability that the random walk terminates at an 
external node (LX, fl). 
THEOREM. p(~,B)=f(lz+(a,B))/(n+ l)f(l). 
Note. Since the walk terminates with probability one, the theorem 
yields [3, 61, 
(n + 1 If(n) = C .f(A + (a, P)), 
(G/J) 
where the summation is taken over all the external cells of 1. 
ProoJ Consider the walk which starts at an r-cell (a,, b,) E il, 
(a0 < a, b0 < /I), rather than necessarily at (1, 1). For a sample path 7~ from 
(a,, 6,) to (a, /I), introduce A(z) and B(n) (resp. the set of rows and the set 
of columns) each of which contains at least one r-cell of K. (On Fig. 2, 
A(n)= { 1,3}, B(X)= { 1, 3,7}.) Notice that (a, b) is an r-cell whenever 
UEA(K), b E B(z)), and that a, /3 are the maximal elements of sets A(n), 
B(B), respectively. Also, a pair 
(4 B) = ((a0 < ... <u,=a}, {b,< ... <b,=jl}) 
FIGURE 2 
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is (A(n), B(n)) for a sample path R iff every (ai, bj) is an r-cell. For such a 
pair (A, B), denote P(A, BI a,, b,) the probability that the random path n 
terminates at (~1, p) and has A(x) = A, B(n) = B. Then (cf. [%]) 
where 
u(u) = n(u - 1) - i(u), l<aQp+1, 
u(b) = l*(b - 1) -A*(b), l<b<v+l, 
(3) 
and A(p+ l)= A*(v+ 1) =0 by convention. Let us prove it. If A(rr)=A, 
B(n) = B then the second r-cell in n is either (a,, 6,) or (a,, b,), since 
between any two r-cells of rr there can be at most one s-cell. In the first 
case, rc starts with either {(a,, b,), (q,, b,)} or {(q,, b,), (a, b,), (uo, b,)), 
where 
/l*(b,) + 1 <a < I*@, - 1) 
(see Fig. 1’). Since 
I f&O? 60) - (a,, boll = 1 + Mao, b,), 
the probability of this event is 
P,={l+[l*(b,-l)-A*(bl)-l]}[l+h(u,,b,)]-’ 
=u(b,)Cl +Nao, bo)l-’ (4) 
(see (3)). Likewise, the probability of the second r-cell being (a,, b,) is 
P, = u(ul)[ 1 + h(u,, b,)] -l. (5) 
It should be clear that (4), (5) confirm (2) for 1 A I+ 1 BI = 3. For j A 1 + 
IBI >3, we have (cf. [S]): 
P(A, BI a,,, 6,) = Cl + h( ~oJo)l-‘C~~~,~~~~,~-~oI~o,~,~ 
+ u(al) P(A - a,, B I a,, bo)l. 
If (2) holds true for (A, B- b,) and (A - uo, B), then 
C~+~~~,,~,~1-‘~~~,~~~~,~-~,I~,,~,~ 
= Cl +Ma, bo)lCl +Mao, bo)l-l~n, 
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and 
Cl+h(a,,b,)l~‘u(a,)P(A--a,,BIa,,b,) 
= Cl +N% P)lc1+4% hdr’.rI 
where n denotes the quadruple product in (2). It remains to observe that 
1 + 4% &I) = Cl + 4% P)] + Cl + h(cc, b,)]. (6) 
(A relation equivalent to (6) was also crucial for the argument in [S].) 
Introduce CT, = { 1 = i, < ... <i,=a}, Cd= {l=jO< ... <js=/?} such 
that, for 1 < i < CI, 1 <j < p, the cell (i, j) is regular iff i E 05, je L&?. (On 
Fig.2, a={l,2,3}, 99={1,3,7} for a=3, p=7.) By definition of 
PC& B)? 
where 
P(4 B) = c fw BI 1, 1 ), 
A3 
{l,LY}cAc& {lJ}EBc% 
By (2) and an identity 





JFtl a) Cl + MC B) + u(i)lCl + MC 8)1’) u(g) 
x [l +S,gh(a, l)]-’ 
x I!lIBI Cl+h(~,i)+~(i)lll+h(~,i)l~‘)~(B); (7) 
( 
here u(l)=u(l)=l by convention, and S,,=O, S,,=l for t>l. Let us 
look closer at Hi. For 1 <k<r- 1, by definition of h(*;) and (3), 
1 + ML B) + u(k) 
= 1 +h(ik, /?)+l(i,- l)-l(ik) 
= 1 + [(A(&) - /?) + (A*(B) - ik) + l] + l(i, - 1) -A(&) 
=[n(i,-l)-/3]+[2*(/?)-(i,-l)]+l=h(ik-l,j?). 
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u(a)=i(a- l)-A(a)=h(or- 1, /?)=A(&- 1, p) 
for co 1, we obtain (see (7)) 
( 
r-1 
0 = Cl +h(L P)lr’ ,“, Mi,- 1, mc1 +wL P)lr’ Ni,- 1, B) 
r-1 
=k~oh(ik+l - 1, B)Cl + h(k,fl)l-‘. 
But since A(i) = A(i,) for i, 6 i < i, + 1, we also have 
h(i-l,p)=h(i,/?)+l, i,<i<ik+l. 
So, for O<k<r- 1, 
h(b+ 1 - 1, B)Cl +h(L PI]-‘= n 46 /Nl +h(i, P)l-‘, 
ikGi<ik+1 
and n, becomes 
r-1 
f? = n n h(i, 8X1 + h(i, 8)1-’ = 0 46 P)Cl + 44 B)l-‘. 
k=O&<i<&+, l<i<* 
This formula works for CY = 1 as well, since in this case n, = 1 (see (7)). 
Similarly, 
and we get from (7): 
2%~ PI= n h(i, B)Cl +h(i, PII-‘. 0 hCdC1 +h(a7A-‘. 
l<jcu 1CjcB 
In view of the hook formula (1) for f(. ), the last relation implies that 
p(a, B) =fCA + (a, B)lh + 1 )fU). 
The theorem is proven. 
This result enables us to generate a nested sequence of random frames, 
each being Plancherel-Schensted distributed. 
Let A(l) be the one-cell frame, and let A’“‘, n > 2, be obtained from ,I’“- ‘) 
by adding to ACn-l) its external node which is terminal for the random 
walk on 1’” - ‘). Label the cell of ;1 (I) by 1, and the nth added cell-by n, 
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(n > 2), to get a random sequence (A’“), Ttn)),>, , where T’“’ is the Young 
tableau of frame A@) which results from the labelling. Call a sequence of 
frames (Ag”‘}, a 1 admissible if, for each n > 2, i, cn) is A&‘-” plus one of the 
external nodes of $,“- ‘I. 
COROLLARY. (a) For an admissible {@)},, , , 
P(P’=qjJ’, 1 ~j~n)=(n!)~‘f(~b”‘),n~ 1. (8) 
(b) For a frame ;1 of size n, 
P(I'"' = A) = (n!)-'f '(1) 7 
whence each A(“) is Plancherel-Schensted distributed. 
(9) 
Proof. (8) follows from an observation that {A’n’),S 1 is a Markov 
process with one-step transition probabilities 
P(Q), q+")=f(n g+‘))/(n+ l)f(@)). 
(8) directly implies (9), since the labelling described above induces an one- 
to-one correspondence between the set of admissible sequences 
np c Q’ c . .. c $,“J = 1 and the set of the Young tableaux of frame 1, 
whose total number is f(A). 
Note. It is well known that the Young tableaux grown via the Robin- 
son-Schensted algorithm [4] from the random permutation have exactly 
the same distribution as the one given in (8), (9). Such a coincidence does 
not seem obvious; for one reason, unlike the random walk discussed above, 
the Robinson-Schensted algorithm does not treat the rows and columns of 
the frames in a symmetrical way. Does it mean that there exists a sym- 
metrized version of the Robinson-Schensted algorithm which resembles 
closer the random work discussed here? We do not know. 
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